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phic Information Systems (GIS) perform a valuable role in humanitarian demining for 
 geospatial information that is critical to safe and efficient operations. Symbols are 
enting the many categories of landmine hazards and mine action processes in graphic 
n GIS. It is critical that these map symbols are not ambiguous, confusing or otherwise 
 personnel or civilians. Poorly designed symbols may lead to map misinterpretation, 
 severe consequences, including serious injury or death. Thus, the development of a 
ned set of map symbols specifically for humanitarian demining operations is of 
ce. 
s the results, findings and final recommendations of a study of cartographic symbols for 
ing. The report is divided into four main sections. This first section – ‘Introduction and 
es the project objectives and identifies many benefits of standardised map symbols for 
ing. The subsequent ‘Symbol Inventory and Catalogue’ section outlines the results of 
landmine, minefield and mine action symbols used by military and humanitarian 
ions. A critique of current IMSMA map symbols is presented in the ‘Symbol 
ection, along with recommendations for improving these symbols based on research in 
phy and human perception. A revised symbology structure for IMSMA and a new set of 
manitarian demining are then proposed. Results from an evaluation of the proposed 

A Summer Workshop – held in Geneva, Switzerland, in July 2004 – are presented, 
ndations for implementing the map symbols in the next version of IMSMA. A section 
s for areas of future work following this study concludes the main text of the report. 

es 
ives are as follows: 
gate the need for and feasibility of a standardised set of cartographic symbols to support 
rian demining; 
h and catalogue existing map symbols used by humanitarian and military organisations 
landmines, minefields and mine actions; and 
p a recommended set of cartographic symbols, based in part on research and standards 
raphy and human perception, that may be implemented in IMSMA for possible 
sation. 

ap symbols for humanitarian demining 
 a graphical language on maps. As with other forms of language – such as the verbal or 
ation is the primary purpose of map symbols. A cartographer encodes real-world 

rocesses with map symbols, and the success of the communication is predicated on the 
o translate symbols correctly into their real-world meaning.  
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A benefit of standardised map symbols is that a common, familiar graphical language is used during this 
communication process. Multiple map symbols representing the same real-world feature, event or process 
may create confusion and inefficiency for map users. For this reason, it is common for organisations to adopt 
a formally standardised set of map symbols. For example, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 
the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the United States Department of Homeland Security are 
among many organisations that have adopted standardised map symbols.  

Despite the advantages of standardised map symbols, there are currently no international standards for 
map symbols to support humanitarian demining. The International Mine Action Standards (IMAS), which 
provide specific procedures for many aspects of humanitarian demining, do not advocate any specific 
standards for map symbols. The IMAS do endorse IMSMA “as the United Nation’s preferred information 
system for the management of critical data”,1 which may be an indirect endorsement of IMSMA map 
symbols as the unofficial set of symbols for humanitarian demining. 

A formally standardised set of map symbols would provide a multitude of benefits for humanitarian 
demining efforts. Most important, standard map symbols would ensure a concise and consistent method for 
marking deadly hazards, including landmines and minefields, on maps. Second, standard symbols would 
promote efficiency in demining operations by reducing the time required by civilians and demining 
personnel to learn additional symbols used by other organisations. Third, standard symbols would aid in the 
exchange of maps and information between organisations. Organisations would not be required to “decode” 
map symbols from other organisations and then “recode” maps with their own symbols. Rather, common 
map symbols would provide a seamless transition for information exchange between organisations. Finally, 
since many specific procedures in humanitarian demining are carefully documented in the IMAS, it seems 
necessary that map symbols also conform to specific standards. 

                                                           
1 UNMAS (2003a: 8) 
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to design an improved set of humanitarian demining map symbols for possible 
should first consider existing symbols used to depict landmines, minefields and mine 
t phase of the present project was to inventory existing map symbols into a symbol 
 would provide an easy way to assess the degree of standardisation, or lack thereof, among 
 well as to identify any common trends that could be incorporated into the design of the 
mbols. 

bols were collected from several sources in order to provide a representative sample that 
oad spectrum of humanitarian demining organisations. Sources included military and 
rganisations, international organisations (IOs), non-governmental organisations (NGOs), 
res (MACs), GIS software vendors and map libraries. Particular attention was focused on 
ols from the major humanitarian demining organisations – particularly those actively 
ping – and organisations that are representative of several cultures.  
 in the symbol inventory was to search each organisation’s website and to download 
s and symbols, where available. If these were not available on the website, an e-mail request 
maps, symbols and other relevant information was sent to the organisation. In order to 
ber of organisations in the symbol inventory, the request was also sent to the European 
itarian Demining’s (EUDEM2) e-mail listserv and posted on the EUDEM website. 

nalysis 
ncludes a list of organisations included in the symbol inventory, as well as a classification of 
vided by each organisation. In order to provide for an easy visual comparison, all symbols 
e symbol inventory were assembled into a symbol catalogue (see Appendix B).  
ts may be drawn from a comparison of the symbols in the symbol catalogue. Most evident 
rences between both the symbol categories and the individual symbols themselves, which 

 different types of maps with landmine, minefield and mine action symbols. Symbols in the 
e may be divided into three main categories:  
ls for military operations (e.g. NATO symbols);  
ls for humanitarian demining operations (e.g. CROMAC symbols); and  
ls for the general public (e.g. International Campaign to Ban Landmines [ICBL] symbols).  

d minefield symbols for military organisations included in the symbol inventory have been 
rdised, which accounts for the similarities in symbols across organisations. National 
 as the Canadian National Defense’s “Military Symbols for Land Operations”, detail the 
 used by each country. Symbols among these national documents are very similar, since 
ocuments are derived from NATO’s STANAG APP-6A, “Military Symbols for Land Based 
all military organisations included in the symbol inventory are NATO members (with the 
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exception of one country), the high degree of standardisation and agreement among military symbols is not 
surprising. However, it is significant that the only non-NATO member, Australia, has also adopted the 
NATO-standardised symbology, which indicates a broader appeal for these standardised symbols. 

Despite the high degree of standardisation of landmine and minefield symbols among military 
organisations such as NATO, none of the humanitarian demining organisations that participated in the 
symbol inventory have adopted the standard military symbology. This likely reflects the difficulty of 
extending symbols that were designed specifically for military operations into the realm of humanitarian 
demining. Rather, many organisations have developed their own symbols, or have adopted standard 
IMSMA symbols. As a result, map symbols vary considerably from one organisation to another. For 
example, the Albanian Mine Action Executive (AMAE), the Bosnia-Herzegovina Mine Action Centre 
(BHMAC) and the Croatian Mine Action Centre (CROMAC) each use different map symbols for their 
respective demining operations, despite the geographic proximity of these countries.  

Throughout the course of the symbol inventory, we discovered just one example of an effort to 
standardise demining map symbols among humanitarian organisations. The Working Group toward 
Harmonised Information Exchange for Mine Action in South Eastern Europe agreed on a limited set of 
symbols at a meeting in Sarajevo in September 2000. However, the proposed symbols have not achieved 
widespread acceptance within the humanitarian demining community. Despite the lack of standardised map 
symbols for humanitarian demining, it should be noted that many organisations contacted during the 
symbol inventory were quite receptive to standardisation efforts.  

A significant trend revealed from the symbol inventory is the large number of organisations that have 
adopted standard IMSMA map symbols. Although some organisations indicated that they added symbols or 
modified existing IMSMA symbols to support their particular operations, many IMSMA users have accepted 
the default symbols. In the absence of formal standards, IMSMA map symbols have such widespread use in 
the humanitarian demining community that they may be recognised as the unofficial standard. This 
contention is further supported through the endorsement of IMSMA symbols by major organisations such as 
the United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS). The widespread acceptance of IMSMA symbols 
highlights the importance of a well-designed set of map symbols for future versions of IMSMA. 
Furthermore, IMSMA symbols will fill the void of standardised symbols for humanitarian demining. 

There are some areas of general agreement among map symbols in the symbol catalogue that could be 
incorporated into revised IMSMA symbols and eventually into a standard. For example, red is the consensus 
colour of choice for depicting hazards such as dangerous areas, mined areas, minefields and suspected areas. 
Many organisations symbolise cleared or safe areas with green, although blue is also used by organisations 
such as BHMAC and the South East Europe Mine Action Coordination Council (SEEMACC). Patterns for 
area features are simple, which allow one to see underlying orthophotos/aerial photographs, satellite images 
or topographic maps. Maps developed for the general public, such as those produced by the Applied 
Research Institute—Jerusalem (ARIJ) and the ICBL, use pictorial symbols such as an explosion or a skull and 
crossbones to graphically imply danger for hazards. 
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Symbol recommendations 

vements for current IMSMA symbols 
 improved in a number of areas in order to better serve as the standard map 
emining. In the following section, we provide a critique of current IMSMA 
neral and specific areas for improvement. Recommendations are discussed, and 
propriate research in cartography and human perception to support the 

hould clearly imply danger and should be similar to signs and 
ark minefields in the field. 

r humanitarian demining map symbols is that hazard symbols should be easy 
rly imply danger. Civilians and demining personnel must be able to identify 

ickly, so that these areas may be avoided. The design of effective map symbols 
 be simplified by replicating signs and markers used to mark minefields in the 

marking hazards in the field and on maps would provide a simple, intuitive 
ining personnel to understand, and would eliminate possible confusion from 

IMAS standard hazard signs for marking minefields and mined areas 

mend that all point and area hazard symbols in IMSMA be composed of a red 
ossbones, which are standard symbols specified by the IMAS for marking 
re 1).2 Typical examples of hazard signs in the field that follow this IMAS 

              



 

standard are displayed in Figure 2. In order to replicate these hazard signs, we recommend a red triangle 
with a skull and crossbones for a point symbol, and an outline composed of red triangles for area symbols 
(Figure 3). The use of the red triangle is also consistent with many Mine Risk Education (MRE) activities, 
which train local populations in mine-affected regions to recognise red triangles as symbols of minefields 
and mined areas. 

 

Figure 2. Minefield marker signs near Arica, Chile (both signs follow IMAS guidelines for marking minefields) 

Figure 3. Point and area map symbols that replicate hazard field markers 

In addition to adhering to IMAS standards, the selection of the red triangle and the skull and crossbones 
as map symbols for hazards is also supported by perceptual research on symbol shapes and colours. For 
example, a perceptual experiment of the hazard level conveyed by several colours, shapes and words by 
Wogalter et al. (1998) found that, more than other shapes included in the study, a skull icon was perceived as 
conveying the highest level of hazard. The skull combined with the colour red was one of the most effective 
combinations of a shape and colour for signifying hazard. 

2. Symbols should be intuitive to civilians and demining personnel. 
All map symbols are representations or abstractions of real-world phenomena. An important step in 

designing symbols is to determine an appropriate amount of abstractness for the real-world features, events 
or processes that are to be represented.3 Symbols may be classified across a continuum, with pictorial (or 
mimetic) symbols at one end of the continuum and geometric (or abstract) symbols at the other.4 Pictorial 
symbols closely resemble the real-world features that they represent (e.g. an icon of a skier to represent a ski 
resort), and are often self-explanatory in the absence of a map legend. In contrast, abstract symbols bear no 
resemblance to the feature that they represent (e.g. a black circle to represent a city). Whether the symbol is 
pictorial or abstract, the goal of all symbols is the same: for map users to decode the symbol successfully into 
the real-world feature, process or event that it represents.  

Recommendation: We recommend pictorial rather than abstract map symbols for IMSMA, for several 
reasons. Typically, maps with symbols for landmine hazards and mine actions produced in IMSMA may be 

                                                           
3 MacEachren (1994: 40). 
4 Robinson et al. (1995: 479). 
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classified into three types: (1) maps for donors and funding agencies; (2) maps for the general public; and (3) 
maps for demining operations. Since the various types of maps produced in IMSMA are used by a broad 
audience, including both specialists (demining operations personnel) and non-specialists (civilians), it is 
necessary to design symbols that are versatile for these multiple uses. An important advantage of pictorial 
symbols is that they are intuitive and easily understood, and for this reason they are preferred over abstract 
symbols for non-specialists and the general public.5 Research regarding the design of public information 
symbols,6 such as those found on tourist and recreation maps, has suggested the preference for pictorial 
rather than abstract symbols on maps for the general public. Despite the advantages of pictorial symbols, 
many current IMSMA symbols – particularly the point symbols that use letters to symbolise hazards and 
processes (e.g. “DA” for Dangerous Area, “TS” for Technical Survey, etc.) – are abstract and difficult to 
understand without proper training and exposure to the symbols. Replacing letters with icons would make 
these symbols more intuitive and more user-friendly for the general public.  

In addition, pictorial symbols with well-designed icons are more effective than abstract symbols for 
spanning the diverse cultural, educational and map-use backgrounds that characterise IMSMA users. For 
example, the meanings of some pictorial symbols, such as an icon of a skull and crossbones, are understood 
across cultures. Additionally, illiterate populations and those with little or no experience with maps have 
less difficulty interpreting pictorial symbols. Substituting icons for letters would make IMSMA symbols less 
culturally biased and more understandable to non-English speakers and illiterate populations. 

Another benefit of pictorial symbols is that map users tend to be more accurate interpreting pictorial symbols 
than abstract symbols. In an experiment with pictorial and abstract symbols on tourist maps, Forrest & Castner 
(1985) discovered that subjects made fewer errors comprehending pictorial symbols than they did with abstract 
symbols. The findings are particularly relevant for humanitarian demining symbols, which must be designed in a 
manner to minimise comprehension errors that have the potential to result in serious injury or death.  

Furthermore, some of the key advantages of abstract symbols over pictorial symbols – such as the ease in 
which abstract symbols may be created manually by personnel in the field, as well as the simple design of 
abstract symbols for display in computer mapping and GIS software – have been minimized significantly 
owing to technological changes in humanitarian demining mapping in recent years. For example, the 
increased use of handheld computer-assisted tools for data collection during Technical Surveys allows an 
operations worker to select map symbols from a predefined collection of symbols on the computer screen, 
rather than sketching symbols manually on a paper map. In addition, more complex pictorial symbols may 
be created with ease with the improved symbolization options in current GIS software. 

3. A number of symbols should be added to the current IMSMA symbology structure, 
including several general symbols. 

The current IMSMA symbology structure is very complex and includes specific symbols for each phase in 
the demining process. Although these detailed symbols are ideal for maps that support specific demining 
operations, they are not well-suited for the types of general-purpose maps that are produced by many 
organisations. For example, many MACs and NGOs produce general maps displaying only cleared and 
uncleared hazards. These maps are used for various purposes, such as alerting civilians of hazard locations 
or securing funds from donors. However, IMSMA does not include general symbols for cleared or uncleared 
hazards. Instead, it uses more specific symbols for various categories such as Dangerous Areas, Mined 
Areas, Minefields and Completion Surveys.  

Recommendation: We recommend a number of additions to the current IMSMA symbology structure, 
including several general symbols, such as symbols for cleared and uncleared hazards. We also recommend 
the addition of other symbols that may complement existing IMSMA symbols. For example, we recommend 
symbols for individual landmines, demining accident victims, and mechanical and mine-dog clearances, 
which are not included in the current version of IMSMA. In addition, we recommend combining some of the 
existing IMSMA symbols into one symbol. For example, the current IMSMA includes a set of symbols to 
represent the number of mine accidents per town, and another set of symbols to represent the distance of 
mine accidents from a town. We recommend combining these two symbol sets into one multivariate symbol, 
which may display both the number of mine accidents per town and the distance of the mine accidents from 
a town with one symbol. With some additions and restructuring of current symbols, IMSMA will be more 
versatile for the many situations in which it is used. 

                                                           
5 MacEachren (1994: 57). 
6 For example, Clarke (1989), Gerber et al. (1990), Morrison & Forrest (1995). 
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4. Symbols should have a tiered or hierarchical structure. 
Map symbols may be designed in such a way as to depict several levels of information, ranging from the 

general to the specific, in a systematic manner. Such a method of symbol design is referred to as a hierarchical 
or tiered structure. A hierarchical structure assumes that the phenomena that are symbolised may be grouped 
into a taxonomy of general classes, which may then be subdivided into any number of more specific 
subclasses. Symbols are designed to depict the general classes, and an additional graphic element (e.g. fill 
colour, frame/border, icon, etc.) is added to the general symbol to symbolise an additional attribute for each 
of the subclasses in the taxonomy. Hierarchical symbols are particularly useful for complex symbols that 
must depict a number of attributes with one symbol. Several organisations, such as NATO, have adopted 
hierarchical symbols.7  

A hierarchical symbol structure has many advantages. Most importantly, a hierarchical symbol structure 
creates a logical order to symbols that is intuitive and easy to understand for map users. The design of 
hierarchical symbols is consistent throughout the taxonomy, and symbols are not arbitrarily selected to 
represent the various classes and subclasses. Through systematic design, hierarchical symbols provide a 
simple way for map users to compare symbols for similarities and differences.  

Recommendation: We recommend that IMSMA adopt a hierarchical symbology structure for symbolising 
hazards and demining processes, which are commonly symbolised in both a general and a specific manner 
and thus are well-suited for a hierarchical symbology structure. For example, at a general level an area 
feature may be classified as a hazard and symbolised with a transparent red fill and a triangle outline 
(Figure 4). For more specific symbolisation, a horizontal hatch pattern might be added to the transparent fill 
to differentiate the hazard as a Dangerous Area. An icon of a grenade might be added to the centre of the 
feature to symbolise the type of munitions found in the Dangerous Area. The ability to display general or 
specific attributes for hazards and demining processes in this manner should be an integral feature of 
IMSMA owing to the many types of maps produced by IMSMA users. 

Another benefit of a hierarchical symbology structure is that once graphic elements have been established for 
each attribute, the hierarchical symbology structure may be extended with additions as necessary. This should 
prove advantageous as additional attributes for hazards and processes are added to IMSMA in the future.  

Figure 4. Example of a hierarchical or tiered symbol for a Dangerous Area with grenades. 

                                                           
7 NATO STANAG APP-6A includes hierarchical symbols that depict attributes with graphic elements, such as the 

symbol fill colour (affiliation of the symbol), frame (affiliation, battle dimension and status of the symbol) and 
icon (role or mission of the symbol); see North Atlantic Treaty Organization (2000). 
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5. Symbols should clearly indicate any relationships between features; point and area 
symbols for the same feature should relate to each other. 

Several IMSMA symbols depict features that are related to other features. For example, a symbol in the 
current version of IMSMA depicts an MRE activity that supports an Impact Survey. Another symbol 
represents a Start Point for a Minefield that is associated with a Technical Survey. Whenever possible, it is 
preferable to symbolise the relationship between hazard and process features, so that a map user can 
decipher these associations and relationships. Similarly, it is desirable to design point and area symbols for 
the same feature in such a manner that map users can associate the two symbols with changes to the map 
scale. For example, the design of a Minefield point symbol should relate to the design of a Minefield area 
symbol. 

Recommendation: We recommend that graphic elements be combined together in such a way as to indicate 
relationships between features, and to relate point and area symbols for the same feature. For example, 
combining the icon for an MRE activity with a unique colour for Impact Surveys creates a relational symbol 
for an MRE activity that supports an Impact Survey. Likewise, a triangle shape may relate point and area 
symbols for a Minefield. For example, using small triangles to indicate the outline of a Minefield area feature 
relates the symbol to a Minefield point symbol composed of a single triangle. In addition, icons for point 
symbols may be added to the centre of area symbols to relate the symbols.  

6. The selection of colour (hue) for symbols should take into account several factors:  

a.  Colours should be distinguishable. 
Colour is an effective visual variable for symbolising different classes or categories of information on 

maps. However, there are limitations on the use of colour for symbolising a range of classes. The first rule of 
colour use in maps is that all colours should be clearly distinguishable. Currently, colour symbolises the 15 
types of Dangerous Area features in IMSMA, yet some of the colours used are very similar and difficult to 
differentiate.  

Recommendation: We recommend that colour be used to symbolise no more than 12 classes, following 
standard cartographic convention. In cases with 12 or more classes, such as Dangerous Areas, we 
recommend differentiating among symbols with an icon placed in the centre of the area feature.  

b.  Appropriate colours should be chosen to represent dangerous and safe areas. 
The colour of symbols on maps may serve as a powerful visual variable for communicating danger to 

demining personnel and civilians for hazards such as Dangerous Areas, Mined Areas or Minefields. 
Research in human perception has concluded that colour can effectively influence memory of warnings or 
hazards, as well as convey the degree or level of hazard.8 Map symbols should take advantage of the 
symbolic meanings of colour to warn demining personnel and civilians of hazards. For the sake of clarity 
and consistency, all demining symbols for hazards (e.g. Dangerous Areas, Mined Areas, Minefields) should 
be coded with one colour, and all safe areas (e.g. Completion Surveys) coded with a different colour.  

Recommendation: We recommend red as the default colour for all hazard symbols in IMSMA, for several 
reasons. A number of perceptual experiments have found that, of all colours, red conveys the greatest level 
of hazard or danger on warning labels and signs.9 Although these perceptual experiments tested American 
subjects only and did not test across cultures, Dunlap et al. (1986) found similar results in an experiment 
with subjects that included speakers of English, German, Spanish and Scandinavian languages. Subjects 
rated colours based on each colour’s perceived level of hazard, with red being the highest-rated colour for all 
of the language groups.  

Red is the standard colour used to signify danger by a number of international and national 
organisations, which further justifies the selection of red as the default colour for hazard symbols in IMSMA. 
Guidelines developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) recommend red as the preferred colour for denoting dangerous 
conditions.10 Standardised map symbols used by NATO military forces depict hostile forces in red.11 The 

                                                           
8 Braun & Silver (1995). 
9 See, for example, Braun & Silver (1995), Chapanis (1994), Wogalter et al. (1998). 
10 See ISO (1984); ANSI (1991). 
11 NATO (2000: 16). 
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IMAS specify red as the background colour for hazard signs that mark minefield perimeters.12 Red is also the 
standard colour used by many humanitarian demining organisations for hazards, which is evident from the 
collection of symbols in the symbol catalogue (see Appendix B).  

We recommend green as the default colour to depict safe areas such as cleared minefields. ISO and ANSI 
colour guidelines both recommend green to signify safe conditions.13 In addition to blue, green is a common 
colour for depicting cleared or safe areas on maps by humanitarian organisations (see Appendix B). 
Although there is adequate justification for symbolising safe areas with blue, we recommend green since this 
is the colour currently used to depict safe areas such as Completion Surveys in IMSMA. We also recommend 
changing the current convention of symbolising Technical Surveys in IMSMA with blue, since individuals 
may misinterpret blue symbols as safe areas. 

Specifications for standard map symbols, including colour conventions, should be flexible enough to 
allow modifications for cultural reasons. Since the symbolic meaning of colours varies among cultures, the 
default IMSMA colour conventions of red for hazard areas and green for safe areas may not be appropriate 
for all cultures. For this reason, IMSMA users should have the option of changing symbol colours if desired. 
This approach is similar to IMAS colour guidelines for hazard markers, which permit the use of other 
colours in cultures where red is inappropriate for hazard markers.14 

c.  Colour schemes should be colour-blind friendly. 
Colour is effective in IMSMA for differentiating between the different demining processes (dark blue = 

MRE; yellow = Impact Survey; blue = Technical Survey; grey = Clearance; green = Completion Survey). 
However, colour schemes on maps should be selected carefully to accommodate individuals with colour-
vision impairments. Approximately 4 per cent of the population are afflicted with red–green colour-
blindness and cannot distinguish between some colour combinations. Olson & Brewer (1997) have 
demonstrated that effective colour schemes can be designed to accommodate these individuals with colour-
vision impairments. 

Recommendation: We recommend that all colour schemes in IMSMA be based on colour specifications that 
have been designed and properly tested to accommodate individuals with colour-blind impairments. Brewer 
et al. (2003) provide specifications for several colour-blind-friendly colour schemes, and we recommend the 
use of these colour schemes in IMSMA.15 

7. Symbols should adhere to existing standardised symbols where feasible.  
Although no formal standards exist for humanitarian demining symbols, IMSMA should incorporate 

other standardised symbols whenever feasible. Such symbols include standardised military symbols, such as 
NATO symbols defined in APP-6A,16 as well as symbols in the Environmental Systems Research Institute’s 
(ESRI) character fonts.  

Recommendation: We recommend the use of standardised and commonly recognised symbols in IMSMA, 
except in cases when the standardised symbols are abstract and non-intuitive. ESRI character fonts include a 
number of point symbols commonly used throughout the world, and we recommend these symbols for 
general location features, such as airports, country capitals and hospitals. We also recommend NATO 
symbols for depicting the different types of munitions found in Dangerous Areas. We do not recommend 
NATO symbols for other features such as Minefields and Mined Areas, owing to the abstract, non-intuitive 
nature of these particular symbols. Military symbols, such as NATO symbols, do not provide a complete 
solution for use in the context of humanitarian demining for two main reasons. First, many military symbols 
are abstract and were designed specifically for military personnel that have experience and training with 
these symbols. Since maps produced in IMSMA are often distributed to civilians who do not have formal 
training or experience with map symbols, these abstract symbols may be confusing and non-intuitive to the 
general public and the non-specialist. Second, military symbols are incomplete and do not include symbols 
necessary for all phases of humanitarian demining. For example, NATO APP-6A symbol specifications do 
not include symbols for demining processes such as Impact Surveys, Technical Surveys, and Mine Risk 

                                                           
12 UNMAS (2003b: 7). 
13 ANSI (1991); ISO (2002). 
14 UNMAS (2003b: 9). 
15 Colour-blind-friendly colour specifications from Brewer et al. (2003) are available at www.ColorBrewer.org. 
16 See NATO (2000). 



 

Education activities. For these reasons, it is difficult to justify the absolute adoption of these symbols for 
IMSMA. 

8. Symbols should not be duplicated. 
Each feature or attribute on a map should be symbolised with a unique symbol. A single symbol that 

represents several features or attributes may cause confusion among map users. Some symbols are 
duplicated in the current version of IMSMA. For example, the same symbol represents both an “Impact 
Survey, Active Impact: High” and an “Impact Survey, Original Impact: High”. 

Recommendation: In cases of duplicate symbols, we recommend the creation of a unique symbol for each 
feature or attribute, to prevent confusion. In many cases, symbols can be differentiated by modifying a single 
graphic element, such as a fill colour, frame/border or line style.  

Recommended symbology structure for IMSMA 
A revised symbology structure for IMSMA, which includes a number of additions to current IMSMA 

symbols, is proposed in Appendix C. Symbols highlighted in yellow define a general set of symbols that 
may be included in the simplified version of IMSMA that is scheduled for release. The recommendations are 
based in part on our knowledge of humanitarian demining, as well as an assessment of current symbols in 
IMSMA. In addition, feedback from a survey of demining operations personnel at the 2004 IMSMA Summer 
Workshop in Geneva was incorporated into the recommendations. 

Recommended symbols for IMSMA 
A recommended set of map symbols for IMSMA, based on the recommended symbology structure, is 

proposed in Appendix D. Brief descriptions of the graphic elements and the attributes that each symbolises 
for both point and area symbols are presented below. 

Point Symbols (Figure 5) 
Shape = The shape of the point symbol depicts the general category for the symbol: accident (square), 

hazard (triangle) or process (circle).  
Icon = A pictorial, intuitive icon is included inside a shape to depict a specific type of accident, hazard or 

process. 
Fill Colour = Red depicts hazards and accidents. One colour represents each of the five processes: MRE 

activities (blue), Impact Survey (purple), Technical Survey (yellow), Clearance (orange) and Completion 
Survey (green).  

Frame/Border = A black, white or dashed frame around the symbol depicts qualitative differences between 
features (e.g. Dangerous Area [white frame], Mined Area [dashed frame] and Minefield [black frame]).  

Figure 5. Graphic elements for the recommended point symbols. 

Area Symbols (Figure 6) 
Fill Colour = Red depicts hazards. One colour represents each of the five processes: MRE activities (blue), 

Impact Survey (purple), Technical Survey (yellow), Clearance (orange), and Completion Survey (green).  
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Fill Pattern = Hatch patterns depict qualitative differences between hazards: Dangerous Area = 
horizontal; Mined Area = 45°; Minefield = vertical. All other area symbols are solid fills. 

Icon = A pictorial, intuitive icon is placed in the centre of an area feature to depict either the type of 
munitions in a Dangerous Area or the type of demining process. 

Outline = Solid lines with triangles depict hazard areas or processes that are unsafe (Technical Surveys 
and Clearances). Solid lines without triangles depict area features that are safe (Cleared/Safe Areas and 
Completion Surveys). 

Figure 6. Graphic elements for the recommended area symbols 

Rationale for recommended symbols 
The rationale that guided the design of the symbols proposed in Appendix D is presented below, along 

with a brief description of how the rationale was applied to specific symbols. More specific rationale is 
provided for each individual symbol in Appendix D. It should be noted that is impossible for all symbols to 
adhere to every aspect of this rationale, but an attempt was made to apply these guidelines as often as 
possible for each symbol.  

1. Hazard symbols should be similar to hazard markers. 
All recommended hazard point and area symbols are composed of triangles, in order to relate these 

symbols to standard IMAS hazard markers. A triangle is the base symbol for all hazard point features. 
Outlines for hazard area features and process area features where munitions have not been cleared 
(Technical Survey and Clearances) include triangles. 

2. Symbols should be intuitive. 
Simple, intuitive icons were designed for both point and area features. For processes, a simple icon that 

best seemed to represent the process in a concise manner was chosen (e.g. an icon of hazard markers for a 
Technical Survey). Icons for point symbols were placed inside a shape to establish a hierarchical symbol 
structure and to follow a recommendation from Forrest & Castner (1985), which found that pictorial symbols 
are better recognised when they are enclosed within a shape. 

3. Symbols should cross cultural barriers whenever possible. 
Icons for symbols were designed to be as culturally unbiased as possible. For example, no English 

abbreviations are included in any of the symbols, with the exception of “UXO” and “NGO”, which are 
internationally understood as acronyms for unexploded ordnance and non-governmental organisation, 
respectively. Default colour selections to represent hazards (red) and safe/cleared areas (green) are based in 
part on international colour standards recommended by ISO. 
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4. Symbols should be based on cartographic and perceptual research on symbols 
and colours. 

Symbols were designed with the appropriate selection of Bertin’s (1983) six visual variables (colour, 
shape, texture, value, size, orientation) for qualitative and quantitative data. Colour, shape and texture 
symbolise qualitative differences between symbols; value and size symbolise quantitative differences. In 
addition, symbols are based in part on cartographic and perceptual research cited previously in this report. 
For example, colour-blind-friendly colour schemes were selected from guidelines in Brewer et al. (2003). 

5. Symbols should adhere to existing standards and cartographic conventions 
whenever possible. 

When they exist, standardised NATO military symbols depict the type of munitions found in Dangerous 
Areas. Common ESRI symbols were selected for point location symbols, such as airports, country capitals 
and hospitals. Symbols were designed following standard cartographic conventions, such as symbolising 
“no data” values with a grey shading and data uncertainty with dashed lines. 

6. Commonly used symbols should print and photocopy in black and white.  
The recommended symbols were designed so that the most frequently used symbols – including all 

symbols defined as the general symbol set in the recommended symbology structure – will print and 
photocopy in black and white. Whenever possible, qualitative differences for point symbols are 
differentiated by a black or a white frame rather than a coloured one, to ensure legibility with black-and-
white printing or photocopying. In addition to differences in colour, each area feature is symbolised with a 
distinct icon in the centre of the feature, to ensure that the symbol may be differentiated from other area 
features when printed or photocopied in black and white. When colour alone symbolises differences 
between symbols, distinct colours were chosen to increase contrast for lower-quality colour printers. 

7. Symbols must be legible when displayed on topographic maps, aerial 
photographs/orthophotos or satellite images. 

IMSMA symbols are often overlaid on topographic maps, aerial photographs/orthophotos and satellite 
imagery. For this reason, complex textures were avoided for area symbols, because they may block features 
on topographic maps and imagery. In addition, textures may conflict with underlying patterns on 
topographic maps. With the exception of simple hatch patterns for Dangerous Areas, Mined Areas, 
Minefields and Clearances, all area symbols are transparent, solid fills, which allow one to see maps and 
imagery underneath the IMSMA symbols. Figures 7 and 8 display a selection of the recommended point and 
area symbols on a topographic map and an orthophoto. 

8. Symbols should adhere to symbolisation limitations of common GIS software. 
All symbols were designed to accommodate the symbolisation options in ArcMap, the map display 

module of ArcGIS version 9.0, which will support the next version of IMSMA. However, the recommended 
symbols are replicable in other GIS software packages, such as GeoMedia Professional and MapInfo, which 
have options for custom point symbols, line styles and area fills.  

9. Symbols should display effectively on both low- and high-resolution computer 
displays. 

Since IMSMA runs on computer displays of various resolutions, the recommended symbols were 
designed to be as simple as possible to ensure that they display effectively on lower-resolution computer 
displays. In addition, all colour schemes selected for the recommended symbols are CRT-friendly and are 
distinguishable on the average CRT computer display. 

Evaluation of recommended symbols 
Initial designs of the recommended symbols for hazards, processes and accidents were evaluated by 21 

participants at the IMSMA Summer Workshop held in Geneva in July 2004. All participants had extensive 
knowledge of humanitarian demining, many with experience in demining operations. Participants came 
from a variety of cultural backgrounds, representing countries such as Albania, Chile, Croatia, Ecuador, 
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Eritrea, Guatemala, Guinea-Bissau, Kosovo, Lebanon, Luxembourg, Nicaragua, Peru, Sri Lanka, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Thailand and the United States.  

Following a presentation about the design of the recommended symbols, each participant received a 
feedback form. The feedback form displayed each current IMSMA symbol and the recommended symbol. 
Participants were instructed to mark either “yes” if the recommended symbol was an improvement over the 
current IMSMA symbol, or “no” if it was not. Participants were also encouraged to provide written 
comments for each symbol. Evaluation results for a selection of the recommended symbols are presented in 
Appendix E. The following day, participants had an opportunity to discuss various aspects of the 
recommended symbols in a guided group discussion.  

Figure 7. Selected symbols overlaid on a topographic map (left) 

 Figure 8. Selected symbols overlaid on an orthophoto (right) 

Feedback from the evaluation of the recommended symbols and the ensuing group discussion prompted 
a number of design changes to the recommended symbols. Among the major changes were the following: (1) 
replacing patterns for Dangerous Area, Technical Survey, Clearance and Completion Survey symbols with 
transparent fills to ensure that topographic maps and imagery would not be blocked by area symbols; (2) 
modifying the triangle outline of hazard area features to prevent conflict with NATO symbols for a 
defensive stronghold; (3) modifications to the Impact Survey, benchmark, landmark and start point symbols; 
and (4) the addition of specific symbols for mechanical clearance, mine-dog clearance and turning points. 
The dominant topic raised in the guided group discussion was the need for more general symbols in 
IMSMA. Suggestions raised during the group discussion prompted the addition of several general symbols 
to the IMSMA symbology structure and guided the selection of symbols in the general symbol set. 

 

Implementing the symbol recommendations in IMSMA 
The map symbols recommended in this report are more complex than the current symbols in IMSMA. 

However, implementation of the recommended symbols in IMSMA is possible, since map symbolisation 
options in ArcMap version 9.0 are a significant improvement over ArcView version 3.2, the current GIS 
platform for IMSMA. One specific advantage of ArcMap over ArcView is added functionality in the “Symbol 
Property Editor” to create sophisticated point, line and area symbols. Another advantage is the ability to 
customise the ArcMap environment with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Customisation with VBA allows 
for the implementation of “smart” symbology features in ArcMap. In the following section, we provide 
guidelines for implementing the symbols in ArcMap, and also suggest some customised symbology features. 

Point symbols may be displayed as either raster (bitmaps [*.bmp]) or vector (characters from fonts) 
features in ArcMap. We strongly recommend vector map symbols for IMSMA, since these are more 
aesthetically pleasing and often more legible than raster symbols. Each recommended point symbol may be 
built as a “Character Marker Symbol” by layering multiple font characters, each character with a specified 
colour and size, in the ArcMap “Symbol Properties Editor”. Since several of the icons that compose the 
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recommended symbols were custom-designed in Macromedia Freehand, a True Type font for these symbols 
would need to be developed before implementing these symbols in ArcMap. Characters from existing fonts, 
such as ESRI character marker fonts, may be used to build some of the recommended symbols. 

In a similar manner, the recommended area symbols may be built in the “Symbol Properties Editor”. A 
“Simple Fill Symbol” and a “Line Fill Symbol” may be layered to create area symbols that are composed of 
both a solid colour fill and a hatched texture fill for Dangerous Area, Mined Area and Minefield area 
symbols. A custom outline symbol for all hazard areas may also be created in the “Symbol Properties 
Editor”. For area symbols that include a point symbol at the centre of the polygon, we recommend 
customising ArcMap with VBA to draw a point symbol at the centroid of each polygon. As the map extent 
changes owing to zooming and panning, the point symbol should be centred appropriately.  

It is necessary to consider map scale when selecting symbols for features in IMSMA, as the map scale 
dictates the amount of detail for symbols as well as how features are depicted (as points, lines or areas). For 
example, a Minefield should be depicted as an area feature at large scales (e.g. 1:10,000), but should be 
displayed as a simple point feature at smaller scales (e.g. 1: 250,000). For this reason, we recommend 
customising the ArcMap environment with VBA to display appropriate symbols according to the map scale. 
For example, at small scales a feature would appear as the base symbol for the general category (a triangle 
for a hazard, a circle for a process, or a square for an accident) (Figure 9). As the map display zooms in to a 
larger scale, the icon for the feature would be added to the centre of the base symbol. Finally, at an even 
larger scale the feature would be depicted as an area symbol. If ArcMap were customised to select an 
appropriate point or area symbol based on the map scale, common symbol problems such as illegibility and 
overlap would be prevented. In addition, IMSMA users would not need to change map symbols manually as 
they zoomed in and out in ArcMap. 

   
A B C 

Figure 9. Map symbols automatically changing with map scale. ArcMap may be customised to display general point 
symbols at small scales (A), detailed point symbols at intermediate scales (B), and area symbols at large scales (C). 

We also recommend the development of a custom symbolisation interface in ArcMap that would allow 
IMSMA users to symbolise features with either general or specific map symbols, depending on the desired 
level of information. Such an interface would be valuable owing to the versatile nature of IMSMA and the 
many types of maps that are created by IMSMA users. For example, a custom interface would allow IMSMA 
users to symbolise Dangerous Areas, Mined Areas and Minefields with the same general hazard symbol, 
which would be valuable for maps for the general public or donors (Figure 10). Yet, when more specific 
information is necessary, such as for demining operation maps, the interface would allow IMSMA users to 
symbolise the classification of each type of hazard (Dangerous Area, Mined Area or Minefield), as well as the 
specific type of munitions found in each Dangerous Area, if desired. The ability to depict features with 
general or specific symbols is also advantageous, since the recommended symbols are based on a 
hierarchical system. IMSMA users could select symbols at a level in the symbol hierarchy that is appropriate 
for the particular application. 

Finally, we recommend that IMSMA users have the option to modify any of the default symbols in 
IMSMA. The ability to modify symbols is necessary owing to the varied uses of IMSMA, as well as the wide 
cultural backgrounds of IMSMA users. As discussed in previous sections of this report, there may be 
circumstances when IMSMA users wish to modify a symbol’s colour or icon due to cultural reasons. 
Additionally, organisations might wish to incorporate alternative or additional symbols into IMSMA. 
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Figure 10. Specific and general symbols for hazard area features. A custom interface in ArcMap could allow one to choose 
specific symbols for demining operations (A) or general symbols for maps for the public or NGOs (B) 
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Appendix A: Symbol inventory responses 

Note: A check mark indicates the response received from each organisation. Responses are listed under 
one of four classes:  

(1) IMSMA Symbols: the organisation uses default IMSMA symbols;  
(2) Other Symbols: the organisation uses symbols other than IMSMA symbols;  
(3) No Maps/Symbols: the organisation is not involved in mapping; and  
(4) No Information: the organisation did not respond or was not able to provide relevant information.



 

Organization Website IMSMA 
Symbols 

Other 
Symbols 

No Maps/ 
Symbols 

No 
Information 

Military/Government  

Australian Defence Force      
Belgium Staff Defence      
Canadian National Defense      
German Federal Foreign Office, Task Force for 
Humanitarian Aid and Mine Action         
Mozambique National Demining Institute http://www.ind.gov.mz/       

National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 
(NGA) http://www.nima.mil/        

North America Treaty Alliance (NATO) http://www.nato.int/        

Signal and Image Center (SIC) of the Royal 
Military Academy of Belgium http://www.sic.rma.ac.be/        

US Department of Defense Humanitarian 
Demining Research and Development 
Program 

http://www.humanitarian-
demining.org/demining/default.asp        

US Department of Defense Humanitarian 
Demining Training Center (HDTC) http://www.wood.army.mil/HDTC        
US Department of State Office of Weapons 
Removal and Abatement (WRA) http://www.state.gov/t/pm/wra/        

United Nations  

United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) http://www.undp.org/erd/mineaction/    

 

 

http://www.ind.gov.mz/
http://www.nima.mil/
http://www.nato.int/
http://www.sic.rma.ac.be/
http://www.humanitarian-demining.org/demining/default.asp
http://www.humanitarian-demining.org/demining/default.asp
http://www.wood.army.mil/HDTC
http://www.state.gov/t/pm/wra/
http://www.undp.org/erd/mineaction/


 

Organization Website IMSMA 
Symbols 

Other 
Symbols 

No Maps/ 
Symbols 

No 
Information 

United Nations Geospatial Information 
Working Group    

  

United Nations Mine Action Service 
(UNMAS) http://www.mineaction.org  

   

International Organizations/Mine Action 
Centers/NGOs 

 

Accelerated Demining Program (ADP) 
Mozambique    

  

Adopt-A-Minefield http://www.landmines.org     

Albanian Mine Action Executive (AMAE) http://www.eod-solutions.com/amae/     

Applied Research Institute—Jerusalem (ARIJ) http://www.arji.org     

Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action 
(ANAMA) http://www.anama.baku.az:8101/  

   

BACTEC International Limited, UK http://www.bactec.co.uk/bactec.asp     

Bosnia-Herzegovina Mine Action Center 
(BHMAC) www.bhmac.org/  

 
  

Cambodia Mine Action Centre (CMAC) http://www.cmac.org.kh/index.asp     

Canadian International Demining Corps 
(CIDC) 

http://www.cidc.ws/CIDC-
CanadianInternationalDeminingCorps.htm

   
 

 

Croatian Mine Action Centre (CROMAC) http://www.hcr.hr/index.php?link=aktualnosti&lan
g=hr

 
 

   

Danish Church Aid http://www.dca.dk/        

Danish Demining Group (DDG) http://www.danishdemininggroup.dk/english/inde
x.htm

     
 

 

http://www.mineaction.org/
http://www.landmines.org/
http://www.eod-solutions.com/amae/
http://www.arji.org/
http://www.anama.baku.az:8101/
http://www.bactec.co.uk/bactec.asp
http://www.bhmac.org/
http://www.cmac.org.kh/index.asp
http://www.cidc.ws/CIDC-CanadianInternationalDeminingCorps.htm
http://www.cidc.ws/CIDC-CanadianInternationalDeminingCorps.htm
http://www.hcr.hr/index.php?link=aktualnosti&lang=hr
http://www.hcr.hr/index.php?link=aktualnosti&lang=hr
http://www.dca.dk/
http://www.danishdemininggroup.dk/english/index.htm
http://www.danishdemininggroup.dk/english/index.htm


 

Organization Website IMSMA 
Symbols 

Other 
Symbols 

No Maps/ 
Symbols 

No 
Information 

European Union in Humanitarian Demining 
(EUDEM) http://www.eudem.vub.ac.be/

      

Golden West Humanitarian Foundation         
The Halo Trust http://www.halotrust.org/        

Handicap International Belgium www.handicapinternational.be        

Handicap International Canada 
http://www.handicap-
international.org/esperanza/site/onglet1/chapitre1/
hi_canada.asp

     

 

Handicap International France http://www.handicap-international.org/        
Handicap International Germany www.handicap-international.de        

Handicap International Luxembourg http://www.handicap-international.lu/         

Handicap International Switzerland         

Handicap International UK http://www.handicap-international.org.uk/        

International Campaign to Ban Land Mines http://www.icbl.org/  
 

   

International Test and Evaluation Program for 
Humanitarian Demining (ITEP) 

http://www.itep.ws/
 

   
 

International Trust Fund for Demining and 
Mine Victims Assistance (ITF) 

http://www.itf-fund.si/
 

 
   

Menschen Gegen Minen (People Against 
Mines) (MgM) 

http://www.mgm.org/
     

 

Mine Action Information Center (MAIC) http://maic.jmu.edu/sic/    
 

 

Mine Advisory Group http://www.mag.org.uk/  
     

 

http://www.eudem.vub.ac.be/
http://www.halotrust.org/
http://www.handicapinternational.be/
http://www.handicap-international.org/esperanza/site/onglet1/chapitre1/hi_canada.asp
http://www.handicap-international.org/esperanza/site/onglet1/chapitre1/hi_canada.asp
http://www.handicap-international.org/esperanza/site/onglet1/chapitre1/hi_canada.asp
http://www.handicap-international.org/
http://www.handicap-international.de/
http://www.handicap-international.lu/
http://www.handicap-international.org.uk/
http://www.icbl.org/
http://www.itep.ws/
http://www.itf-fund.si/
http://www.mgm.org/
http://maic.jmu.edu/sic/
http://www.mag.org.uk/


 

Organization Website IMSMA 
Symbols 

Other 
Symbols 

No Maps/ 
Symbols 

No 
Information 

Norwegian People’s Aid 
http://ips.idium.no/folkehjelp.no/?template=englis
h&lang=eng&

     
 

International Committee of the Red Cross www.icrc.org/eng/mines    
 

 

Relief Web http://wwww.reliefweb.int      
 

South East Europe Mine Action Coordination 
Council 

http://www.see-demining.org/main.htm
 

 
   

Survey Action Center (SAC) http://www.sac-na.org/    
   

Swiss Foundation for Mine Action (FSD) http://www.mineaction.ch/  
     

United Nations Interim Administration 
Mission in Kosovo 
Mine Action Coordination Centre (UNMIK 
MACC) 

http://welcome.to/macckosovo/  

   

 

Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation 
(VVAF) 

http://www.vvaf.org/
     

 

Working Group Toward Harmonised 
Information Exchange for Mine Action in 
South Eastern Europe 

 
 

 

   

GIS Software Vendors  

Environmental Systems Research Institute 
(ESRI) 

http://www.esri.com
 

 
   

Intergraph www.intergraph.com      
 

MapInfo www.mapinfo.com      
 

 

http://ips.idium.no/folkehjelp.no/?template=english&lang=eng&
http://ips.idium.no/folkehjelp.no/?template=english&lang=eng&
http://www.icrc.org/eng/mines
http://wwww.reliefweb.int/
http://www.see-demining.org/main.htm
http://www.sac-na.org/
http://www.mineaction.ch/
http://welcome.to/macckosovo/
http://www.vvaf.org/
http://www.esri.com/
http://www.intergraph.com/
http://www.mapinfo.com/


 

 

Organization Website IMSMA 
Symbols 

Other 
Symbols 

No Maps/ 
Symbols 

No 
Information 

Map Libraries/Other Sources  

Wehrmacht Military Police Living History 
Group/German Army (World War II) 

http://www.dpage.dial.pipex.com
 

 
   

“Camp minefield situation map as at 01 Apr 
89”, by Directorate of Military Survey of Great 
Britain, 1989, American Geographical Society 
Library. 

 

 

 
   

“Map of mines and potential UXO 
contamination”, by Tin Heng, 1999, Library of 
Congress. 

 
 

 

   

“Roeder’s map of the Sinai”, by Larry W. 
Roeder, Jr., 198-, Library of Congress. 

 
 

 
   

http://www.dpage.dial.pipex.com/
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Appendix B: Landmine, minefield and mine action 
symbol catalogue 

Note: Abbreviations for each organisation are explained at the conclusion of this appendix. 
Organisations that use IMSMA symbols are highlighted in dark grey. Sources for symbols are also noted 
for each organisation. 
 



 

 ESRI US DoD US Army US DoD NATO Canadian 
ND 

French 
Military Australian DF 

Source 
Military 
Analyst 

Extension 

MIL-STD-
2525B FM 101-5-1 MIL-STD-

1477C 
STANAG  
APP-6A 

B-GL-331-
003/FP-001 GEN 150 STANAG  

APP-6A 

Landmines 
 
 

        

Anti-Personnel (AP)               

Anti-Tank (AT)                 

Type Unspecified               

Anti-Tank with anti-
handling device               

Directional               

Directional (AT)               

Cluster               

Wide Area                 

 



 

 

 ESRI US DoD US Army US DoD NATO Canadian 
ND 

French 
Military Australian DF 

Minefields (Points)         

Minefield     
  

 
 

Minefield (Static)    
 

  
  

Minefield (Dynamic)    
 

  
  

Completed Minefield    
 

  
 

 

Planned Minefield    
 

  
 

 

AP Minefield   
    

 
 

AT Minefield   

   
  

 

AP and AT Minefield    
 

   
 

AT Minefield with Gap   
 

     

Scatterable Minefield 
(AP Mines)   

   
  

 

Scatterable Minefields 
(AT Mines)   

   
  

 

Scatterable Minefield 
(Unspecified)   

 
 

 
  

 

Executed Volcano 
Minefield     

 

  

 

 



 

 ESRI US DoD US Army US DoD NATO Canadian 
ND 

French 
Military Australian DF 

Dummy Minefield 
Static 

   
   

 
 

Dummy MF Dynamic  
 

      

Minefields (Areas)         

Mined Area  
      

 

UXO Area  
       

Anti-Tank Ditch with 
Anti-Tank Mines 

 
     

  
 

Minefield Belt 
 
 

  
 

    

Minefield Zone         

Decoy Mined Area  
 

   
  

 

Decoy Mined Area 
(Fenced) 

 
    

  
 

Operations/Processes         

Mine Laying       
 

 
 

 



 

 



 

 AMAE ANAMA BACTEC BHMAC CROMAC GWHF HDTC UNGIWG 

Source 
   BHMAC 

Standard, 
Provided maps 

MAGIS Provided map 
 Mapping 

Standards 

Landmines 
      

Anti-Personnel (AP)    
 

  

Anti-Tank (AT)    
 

  

UXO    
 

 
 

Suspected UXO       

Other 
      

Accident    
     

Minefields (Points) 
      

Minefield, Mined Area, 
or Dangerous Area 

    
   

 

Suspected Minefield 
or Mined Area 

           

Cleared or Demined 
Minefield or Areas 

     
   

 

Lifted Areas 
 

 

   
 

   

Predicted Minefield 
       

 
 

Reduced Area 
               

 



 

 AMAE ANAMA BACTEC BHMAC CROMAC GWHF HDTC UNGIWG 

Minefields (Areas)         

Minefield, Mined Area, 
or Dangerous Area 

    
       

   

Suspected Minefield                 

Suspected Mined 
Area 

       
     

 

Cleared or Demined 
Minefield or Mined 
Area 

     
     

   

 

Risk Areas 
 

 
   

   
   

 

Lifted Areas      
 

       

Processes (Areas)              
 

Reduced Areas 
 

 
     

 
   

 

Area for Demining        
 

     

Area for Technical 
Survey 

       
   

   
 

Area Excluded from 
Mine Suspected Area 

       
 

   
 

Area Proposed for 
Exclusion from Mine 
Suspected Area 

       
 

   

 

 



 

 A-A-M ICBL UNMIK 
MACC SIC SEEMACC SEE WG ARIJ MNDI 

Source Maps on 
website 

Maps on 
website 

Maps on 
website  Maps on 

website 

Conclusions of 
Working 
Group, 

Sarajevo 2000 

Maps on 
website 

Maps on 
website 

Landmines         

Anti-Personnel (AP)          

Anti-Tank (AT)         

UXO         

Suspected UXO         

Other         

Accident         

Minefields (Points)          

Minefield, Mined Area, 
or Dangerous Area             

 

Suspected Minefield or 
Mined Area                

Cleared or Demined 
Minefield or Areas              

 

Lifted Areas 
 

 
             

Predicted Minefield                

Reduced Area                

 



 

 A-A-M ICBL UNMIK 
MACC SIC SEEMACC SEE WG ARIJ MNDI 

Minefields (Areas) 
        

Minefield, Mined Area, 
or Dangerous Area  

             

Suspected Minefield                

Suspected Mined Area                

Cleared or Demined 
Minefield or Area                

Risk Areas                

Lifted Areas                

Processes (Areas)                

Reduced Areas                

Area for Demining                

Area for Technical 
Survey                

Area Excluded from 
Mine Suspected Area                

Area Proposed for 
Exclusion from Mine 
Suspected Area 

               

 

 



 

 German MAG ADP SAC Great Britain Heng Roeder 
Source Maps on website  Provided Symbols Provided Symbols      

Landmines         

Anti-Personnel (AP)        

Anti-Tank (AT)        

Improvised AT        

Improvised AP        

Scattered        

Mines on the surface        

Mines below the surface        

UXO        

Minefields (Points) 
        

AP Minefield             

AT Minefield              

Dummy Minefield              

Deliberate Minefield 
 

 
           

Cleared Minefield              

Minefields (Areas)         
 

Minefield, Mined Area, 
or Dangerous Area 

 

      
 

   

 



 

 German MAG ADP SAC Great Britain Heng Roeder 

Suspected Minefield       
 

Cleared or Demined 
Minefield or Area        

Risk Areas        

Other         

Mine Accident         

Processes (Points) 
       

Mine Impact Level 
(Low)        

Mine Impact Level 
(Medium)        

Mine Impact Level 
(High) 

 
 

      

 



 

 

Abbreviation  Organisation/Source 
A-A-M   Adopt-a-Minefield 
ADP    Accelerated Demining Program 
AMAE   Albanian Mine Action Executive 
ANAMA   Azerbaijan National Agency for Mine Action 
ARIJ    Applied Research Institute—Jerusalem  
Australian DF  Australian Defence Force 
BACTEC   BACTEC International Limited, UK 
BHMAC   Bosnia-Herzegovina Mine Action Centre 
Canadian ND   Canadian National Defense 
CROMAC   Croatian Mine Action Centre 
ESRI    Environmental Systems Research Institute 
French Military  French Military 
German   Wehrmacht Military Police Living History Group/German Army (World War II) 
Great Britain   Directorate of Military Survey of Great Britain, “Camp minefield situation map as at 01 Apr 89” (see Bibliography) 
GWHF   Golden West Humanitarian Foundation 
HDTC   US Department of Defense Humanitarian Demining Training Center 
Heng   Tin Heng, “Map of mines and potential UXO contamination” (see Bibliography) 
ICBL    International Campaign to Ban Landmines 
MAG   Mine Advisory Group 
MNDI   Mozambique National Demining Institute 
NATO   North American Treaty Alliance Military Forces 
Roeder   Larry W. Roeder, “Roeder’s map of the Sinai” (see Bibliography) 
SAC    Survey Action Center 
SEE WG   Working Group Toward Harmonised Information Exchange for Mine Action in South Eastern Europe 
SEEMACC   South East Europe Mine Action Coordination Council 
SIC    Signal and Image Center of the Royal Military Academy of Belgium 
US Army   United States Army 
US DoD   United States Department of Defense 
UNGIWG   United Nations Geospatial Information Working Group 
UNMIK MACC  United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo Mine Action Coordination Centre 
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Appendix C: Recommended symbology structure 
for IMSMA 

Note: Attributes recommended for future versions of IMSMA, but not included in the current version of 
IMSMA, are denoted with a dotted line. Recommended features for a general symbol set are highlighted in 
yellow. 



 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Hazards (Points)  
 

 
     

 Dangerous Area Mined Area Minefield Landmine UXO Spot 
 
 

 
   

Anti-Tank Mine Anti-Personnel 
Mine 

 



 

 

Dangerous Areas (Areas)  

  

Landmines Clusters and Dispensers 

  

Bombs  Projectiles 

  

Multiple  Grenades 

   

Guided Missiles  Pyrotechnics and Flares 

   

Misc. Explosive Devices  Misc. Nonexplosive Devices 

  

Scatterable Munitions Naval Mines 

  

Unknown Rockets 

  

Other/No Data  UXO Spots 

  

Reference Point  Improvised Explosive Device (IED)



 

 
 
 
 
 

Mined Areas (Areas)  

  
Area Unknown Estimated Area as Circle 

  
Start Point  Viewpoint 

  
Reference Point ViewpointViewpoint/Reference Point

Start Point 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 

Minefields 
(Areas)  

   
Perimeter Segment Landmark 

  
Start Point Benchmark 

  
Benchmark  First Coordinate 

(No Perimeter) 

   

Landmark   Benchmark  
Benchmark  Minefield    

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cleared/Safe Areas  

   
Cleared/Safe Area (Point)  Cleared/Safe Area (Area) 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Processes 
(Points) 

             

Manual  Mechanical Mine Dog Completion Mine Risk 
Education 

Impact 
Survey 

Technical 
Survey  Clearance  Clearance  Clearance  Survey 

 



 

 
 
 
 

Activity Sites of 
Organizations 

   

Mine Risk Education  Impact Survey 

   

Technical Survey  Manual Clearance 

   

Mechanical Clearance Mine Dog Clearance 

   

Completion Survey  Dangerous Area 

  
Mined Area  Minefield 

  

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mine Risk Education

   

MRE Supporting other 
Processes 

Towns with Victims MRE Activities 

    
No MRE Activities  MRE Activities  Clearance  Technical Survey 

  
Impact Survey  Completion Survey 

 
Other 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

Impact Survey  

  

Active Impact  Original Impact 

    

High  Medium  High  Medium 

    

Low  None  Low  None 

   

Impact Changes  Reference Point Town

   

Impact Decreased  Impact Equal 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Technical 
Survey  

   
Reference 

Point Town 
Reference 
Point  

Benchmark   Landmark     

Reference Point Minefield   Benchmark Startpoint 
 Landmark/   

  

      

Turning Point Benchmark  Landmark  Start Point 

 
 

First 
Coordinate of 
Minefield 

Benchmark  
(No MF 

Perimeter) 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Clearances 

      

       

Startpoint Benchmark  Mechanical  Mine Dog Manual 

             
On Minefield On Minefield On Minefield On MinefieldOn  Without 

Minefield 
Without 

Minefield Minefield 

     

Without 
Minefield 

Without 
Minefield 

Without 
Minefield 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Completion Survey  

   

Reference Points Start Point Reference Point  
Start Point 

  
Clearance Dangerous Area 

  
Minefield Impact Survey 

 
No Reference 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Accidents 

 

Mine Accidents Demining Accidents 

Victims per Accident 
 

Victims per Accident Number, Distance, and Distance and Direction   
Direction from Town From Town  

 

 
 

1 1    0.5 Km – 5 Km 1, < 0.5 Km 1, 0.5 Km – 5 Km < 0.5 Km 
  

  
 

 
  

 

 
   

2 – 4 2 – 4 1, > 5 Km > 5 Km Actual Location 2 – 4, < 0.5 Km  

 
  

 

 
 

   

 

 

>= 5 Missing Distance or Direction 2 – 4,  

2 - 4, > 5 Km 0.5 Km – 5 Km >= 5    

 

  

No Data No Data >= 5,  

>= 5, < 0.5 Km 0.5 Km – 5 Km   

  
>= 5, > 5 Km Actual Location 

  
 

Missing Distance or Direction 

 
 
 
 

 



 

        

Locations 

   

Airport/Airstrip  Cultural Site 

   

Fire Station  Harbor 

   

Hospital  Community Centre 

   

Local Administration  Market 

  

Medical Evacuation  Military Base 

  

Police Station  Refugee/IDP Camp 

  

School  Religious Site 

  

NGO  Accident Reporting Place 

 

First Aid Station 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

10,001 – 100,000 

101 ‐ 1000 

No Data 

1 – 10 
 

 

 

 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs

 

1001 – 10,000 

> 100,000 

11 ‐ 100 

0 
 

 

 

 

10,001 – 100,000 

> 1,000,000 

101 ‐ 1000 

 

 

 

Population 

Towns 

100,001 – 1,000,000

1001 – 10,000 

No Data 

0 ‐ 100 

 

 

 

 

Subdistrict Centre

Province Centre 
 

 

Type 

Country Capital 

District Centre 

 

Others 
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Appendix D: Recommended symbols for IMSMA 

Note: Symbols not in the current version of IMSMA but recommended for future versions of IMSMA are 
listed in italics. Symbols recommended for a general symbol set are highlighted in yellow 
 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Hazards (Points)  Triangle as base symbol and red as base color for all hazards. Differentiate main categories with symbol shape: hazards (triangles), 
processes (circles), and accidents (squares). 

Hazard (Small-scale 
maps or low resolution 
computer) 

N/A 

Include a general hazard symbol to 
represent “Dangerous Area,” “Mined 
Area,” or “Minefield” on small-scale maps 
or low resolution computer displays. 

 

Red is common color for depicting 
danger and is used by several demining 
organizations to represent hazards. 
Triangle is IMAS standard for marking 
minefield perimeters. 

Hazard (Large-scale 
maps or high resolution 
computer) 

N/A 

Include a general hazard symbol to 
represent “Dangerous Area,” “Mined 
Area,” or “Minefield” on large-scale maps 
or high resolution computer displays. 

 

Red triangle with skull and crossbones is 
IMAS standard for marking minefield 
perimeters. 

Dangerous Area  
Replace “DA” with intuitive symbol for 
danger. Differentiate from “Mined Area” 
and “Minefield” with symbol frame. 

  See above. 

Mined Area  
Replace “MA” with intuitive symbol for 
danger. Differentiate from “Dangerous 
Area” and “Minefield” with symbol frame. 

  See above. 

Minefield  

Replace “MF” with intuitive symbol for 
danger. Differentiate from “Dangerous 
Area” and “Mined Area” with symbol 
frame. 

 

Red triangle with skull and crossbones is 
IMAS standard for marking minefield 
perimeters. 

Anti-Personnel 
Landmine N/A Include symbol to represent anti-personnel 

landmine.  

Standard anti-personnel landmine 
symbol used by NATO (STANAG APP-
6A). 

Anti-Tank Landmine N/A Include symbol to represent anti-tank 
landmine.  

Anti-tank landmine symbol found in U. 
S. Army document (MIL-STD-1477C). 
Preferable to NATO symbol which is a 
black dot and could be misinterpreted as 
a city. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

UXO Spot N/A Include UXO symbol with hazard point 
symbols.  

Triangle relates symbol to other hazards. 
“UXO” is commonly understood 
acronym for unexploded ordinance. 

Hazards (Areas) N/A 

Include a general symbol to represent 
either a “Dangerous Area,” “Mined Area,” 
or “Minefield,” and to serve as a base 
symbol for all hazard area features. 

 

Triangles along outline relate symbol to 
point hazard features and IMAS 
minefield markers. Transparent fill does 
not block underlying topographic maps 
or imagery. 

Dangerous Areas  

Dangerous Area N/A 
Include a general symbol to represent a 
“Dangerous Area,” and to serve as a base 
symbol for all “Dangerous Area” features. 

 

Horizontal hatch pattern creates a 
symbol hierarchy and differentiates 
symbol from “Mined Area” and 
“Minefield.” 

Dangerous Area 
(Clusters and 
Dispensers) 

 
Pattern colors are difficult to distinguish for 
some “Dangerous Areas.” 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy. Point symbol is 
intuitive and allows “Dangerous Area” 
symbols to print/photocopy in black and 
white. 

Dangerous Area 
(Landmines)  See above. 

 

See above. Point symbol is NATO 
(STANAG APP-6A) standard for 
landmines. 

Dangerous Area 
(Multiple)  See above. 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy. Point symbol allows 
“Dangerous Area” symbols to 
print/photocopy in black and white. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Dangerous Area 
(Bombs)  See above. 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy. Point symbol is 
intuitive and allows “Dangerous Area” 
symbols to print/photocopy in black and 
white. 

Dangerous Area 
(Projectiles)  See above. 

 

See above. Point symbol is NATO 
(STANAG APP-6A) standard for 
mortars. 

Dangerous Area 
(Grenades)  See above. 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy. Point symbol is 
intuitive and allows “Dangerous Area” 
symbols to print/photocopy in black and 
white. 

Dangerous Area 
(Guided Missiles)  

Pattern colors are difficult to distinguish for 
some “Dangerous Areas.” 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy. Point symbol is 
intuitive and is NATO (STANAG APP-
6A) standard for missiles. 

Dangerous Area 
(Pyrotechnics and 
Flares) 

 See above. 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy. Point symbol is 
intuitive and allows “Dangerous Area” 
symbols to print/photocopy in black and 
white. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Dangerous Area (Misc. 
Explosive Devices) 
  See above. 

 

See above. 

Dangerous Area (Misc. 
Non-Explosive 
Devices)  

 See above. 

 

See above. 

Dangerous Area (Naval 
Mines)  See above. 

 

See above. Point symbol is NATO 
(STANAG APP-6A) standard for sea 
mines. 

Dangerous Area 
(Scatterable Munitions)  See above. 

 

See above. Point symbol is NATO 
(STANAG APP-6A) standard for 
directional landmines. 

Dangerous Area 
(Unknown)  

Pattern colors are difficult to distinguish for 
some “Dangerous Areas.” 

 

Dashed line is cartographic standard to 
depict data uncertainty or unknowns. 

Dangerous Area 
(Rockets)  See above. 

 

Point symbol added to the center of the 
“Dangerous Area” base symbol creates a 
symbol hierarchy and allows 
“Dangerous Area” symbols to 
print/photocopy in black and white. 
Point symbol is NATO (STANAG APP-
6A) standard for rockets. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Dangerous Area 
(Improvised Explosive 
Devices) 

N/A Include symbol for improvised explosive 
devices. 

 

Point symbol in the center of the area 
feature is intuitive and allows 
“Dangerous Area” symbols to 
print/photocopy in black and white. 

Dangerous Area 
(Other, No Data)  

Pattern colors are difficult to distinguish for 
some “Dangerous Areas.” 

 

Gray is cartographic standard to depict 
no data. 

Dangerous Area (UXO 
Spot)  Symbol should relate to other hazards.  

Red triangle relates symbol to other 
hazards. “UXO” is commonly 
understood acronym for unexploded 
ordinance. 

Dangerous Area 
(Reference Point)  See above.  

Red associates symbol to other hazards. 
Square is common symbol for depicting 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. 

Mined Areas  

Mined Area (Estimated 
as Circle)  

Symbol should be same color of red as 
other hazards. Relate symbol to other 
hazard symbols. 

 

45° hatch pattern creates a symbol 
hierarchy and differentiates symbol from 
“Dangerous Area” and “Minefield” 
symbols. 

Mined Area 
(Unknown)  

See above. Pattern should be similar to 
“Mined Area (Estimated as Circle)”. 

 

See above. Dashed line is cartographic 
standard to depict data uncertainty or 
unknowns. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Start Point  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Mined Area (Point)” 
symbol. Replace “MA” with a more 
intuitive symbol. 

 

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Red relates symbol to 
hazards. Frame differentiates symbol 
from “Minefield Start Point (First 
Coordinate).” 

Viewpoint  
Symbol color should be red to associate 
with “Mined Areas” and “Start Point.”   Red relates symbol to hazards. 

Viewpoint/Reference 
Point Start Point  N/A   N/A 

Reference 
Point Viewpoint  N/A   N/A 

Minefield  

Minefield  Relate symbol to other hazard symbols. 

 

Vertical hatch pattern creates a symbol 
hierarchy and differentiates symbol from 
“Dangerous Area” and “Mined Area” 
symbols. 

Perimeter Segments  
Include triangles along outline to associate 
with other hazard symbols and IMAS 
hazard marking. 

 
Triangles along outline relate symbol to 
other hazard features. 

Landmark  
Replace symbol with standard landmark 
symbol.  

Red relates symbol to other hazards. 
Square is common symbol for depicting 
landmarks on field signs and markers. 

Benchmark  
Replace symbol with standard benchmark 
symbol.  

Red relates symbol to other hazards. 
Triangle is common symbol for depicting 
benchmarks on field signs and markers. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Start point (First 
Coordinate)  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Minefield (Point)” symbol. 
Replace “MF” with a more intuitive 
symbol. 

 

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Red relates symbol to 
hazards. Frame differentiates symbol 
from “Mined Area Start Point.” 

Start point (Benchmark, 
No Perimeter)  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Benchmark” symbol. 
Replace with standard benchmark symbol. 

 

Red relates symbol to other hazards. 
Triangle is common symbol for depicting 
benchmarks on field signs and markers. 
Point in the center of the triangle 
differentiates symbol from “Benchmark.” 

Landmark Benchmark  N/A   N/A 

Benchmark Minefield  N/A   N/A 

Cleared/Safe Areas Include general category for Cleared/Safe Areas with green as base color. 

Cleared/Safe Area 
(Point) N/A Include point symbol for to depict 

cleared/safe areas.  

Green is common color in humanitarian 
demining to represent cleared or safe 
areas. 

Cleared/Safe Area 
(Area) N/A Include area symbol for to depict 

cleared/safe areas. 

 

See above. Transparent fill does not block 
underlying topographic maps or 
imagery. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Processes  Circle as base symbol for processes. Differentiate main categories with symbol shape: hazards (triangles), processes (circles), and 
accidents (squares). 

Mine Risk Education  
Replace “MR” with an intuitive icon for 
Mine Risk Education.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. White on black provides 
highest contrast for symbol, and is best 
suited for black and white 
printing/photocopying. 

Impact Survey  
Replace “IS” with an intuitive icon for 
Impact Survey.  

Icon symbolizes a local family to 
represent an Impact Survey. White on 
black provides highest contrast for 
symbol, and is best suited for black and 
white printing/photocopying. 

Technical Survey  
Replace “TS” with an intuitive icon for 
Technical Survey.  

Icon symbolizes minefield perimeter 
markers to represent a Technical Survey. 
White on black provides highest contrast 
for symbol, and is best suited for black 
and white printing/photocopying. 

Manual Clearance  
Replace “CL” with an intuitive icon for 
Manual Clearance.  

Icon symbolizes a demining worker 
probing for landmines to represent 
Manual Clearance. White on black 
provides highest contrast for symbol, 
and is best suited for black and white 
printing/photocopying. 

Mechanical Clearance N/A Include point symbol for mechanical 
clearance.  

Icon symbolizes a flailing machine to 
represent Mechanical Clearance. White 
on black provides highest contrast for 
symbol, and is best suited for black and 
white printing/photocopying. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Mine Dog Clearance N/A Include point symbol for mine dog 
clearance.  

Icon symbolizes a demining worker and 
a mine dog searching for landmines to 
represent Mine Dog Clearance. White on 
black provides highest contrast for 
symbol, and is best suited for black and 
white printing/photocopying. 

Completion Survey  
Replace “CS” with an intuitive icon for 
Completion Survey.  

Icon symbolizes the elimination of 
landmines to represent a Completion 
Survey. White on black provides highest 
contrast for symbol, and is best suited for 
black and white printing/photocopying. 

Activity Sites of 
Organizations 

 

Mine Risk Education  
Replace “MR” with an intuitive icon for 
Mine Risk Education.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. White on black provides 
highest contrast for symbol, and is best 
suited for black and white 
printing/photocopying. 

Impact Survey  
Replace “IS” with an intuitive icon for 
Impact Survey.  

Icon symbolizes a local family to 
represent an Impact Survey. White on 
black provides highest contrast for 
symbol, and is best suited for black and 
white printing/photocopying. 

Technical Survey  
Replace “TS” with an intuitive icon for 
Technical Survey.  

Icon symbolizes minefield perimeter 
markers to represent a Technical Survey. 
White on black provides highest contrast 
for symbol, and is best suited for black 
and white printing/photocopying. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Manual Clearance  
Replace “CL” with an intuitive icon for 
Manual Clearance.  

Icon symbolizes a demining worker 
probing for landmines to represent 
Manual Clearance. White on black 
provides highest contrast for symbol, 
and is best suited for black and white 
printing/photocopying. 

Mechanical Clearance N/A Include point symbol for mechanical 
clearance.  

Icon symbolizes a flailing machine to 
represent Mechanical Clearance. White 
on black provides highest contrast for 
symbol, and is best suited for black and 
white printing/photocopying. 

Mine Dog Clearance  N/A Include point symbol for mine dog 
clearance.  

Icon symbolizes a demining worker and 
a mine dog searching for landmines to 
represent Mine Dog Clearance. White on 
black provides highest contrast for 
symbol, and is best suited for black and 
white printing/photocopying. 

Completion Survey  
Replace “CS” with an intuitive icon for 
Completion Survey.  

Icon symbolizes the elimination of 
landmines to represent a Completion 
Survey. White on black provides highest 
contrast for symbol, and is best suited for 
black and white printing/photocopying. 

Dangerous Area  
Replace “DA” with intuitive symbol for 
danger. Differentiate from “Mined Area” 
and “Minefield” with symbol frame. 

 

Red triangle with skull and crossbones is 
IMAS standard for marking minefield 
perimeter. 

Mined Area  
Replace “MA” with intuitive symbol for 
danger. Differentiate from “Dangerous 
Area” and “Minefield” with symbol frame. 

  See above. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Minefield  
Replace “MF” with intuitive symbol for 
danger. Differentiate from “Dangerous 
Area” and “Mined Area” with symbol 
frame. 

  See above. 

Mine Risk Education Blue as base color for all Mine Risk Education symbols. 

Blue (Mine Risk Education), purple (Impact Survey), yellow (Technical 
Survey), orange (Clearances), and green (Completion Survey) color 

specifications based on a color-blind friendly, 5-class qualitative color 
series. 

Mine Risk Education 
Activities  

Replace “MR” with an intuitive icon for 
Mine Risk Education.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. Blue relates symbol to 
MRE activities. 

Towns with Victims (no 
MRE Activities)  

Replace “MR” with intuitive icon for 
victims.   Icon depicts mine accident victim. 

Towns with Victims 
(MRE Activities)  See above.  

See above. Blue relates symbol to MRE 
activities. 

MRE Supporting Other 
Processes: Impact 
Survey  

Duplicate symbol. Replace “IS” with “Mine 
Risk Education” icon.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. Purple relates symbol to 
Impact Survey. 

MRE Supporting Other 
Processes: Technical 
Survey  

Duplicate symbol. Replace “TS” with 
“Mine Risk Education” icon.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. Yellow relates symbol to 
Technical Survey activities. 

MRE Supporting Other 
Processes: Clearance  

Duplicate symbol. Replace “CL” with 
“Mine Risk Education” icon.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. Orange relates symbol to 
Clearances activities. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

MRE Supporting Other 
Processes: Completion 
Survey  

Duplicate symbol. Replace “CS” with 
“Mine Risk Education” icon.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. Green relates symbol to 
Completion Survey activities. 

MRE Supporting Other 
Processes: Other  

Replace symbol with “Mine Risk 
Education” icon.  

Icon symbolizes a book with a mine 
explosion on the cover to represent Mine 
Risk Education. Gray depicts other 
processes. 

Impact Survey Purple as base color for all Impact Survey symbols. 

Blue (Mine Risk Education), purple (Impact Survey), yellow (Technical 
Survey), orange (Clearances), and green (Completion Survey) color 

specifications based on a color-blind friendly, 5-class qualitative color 
series. 

Active Impact: High  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Original Impact: High.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

Icon symbolizes a local family to 
represent an Impact Survey. Three class 
color series (yellow, orange, red) is color-
blind friendly and will print/photocopy 
in black and white. Differentiate from 
“Original Impact” with symbol frame. 

Active Impact: Medium  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Original Impact: Medium.” 
Replace “IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

See above. 

Active Impact: Low  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Original Impact: Low.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

See above. 

Active Impact: None  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Original Impact: None.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

Icon symbolizes a local family to 
represent an Impact Survey. Gray is 
appropriate color to depict “None.” 
Differentiate from “Original Impact” 
with symbol frame. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Original Impact: High  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Active Impact: High.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

Icon symbolizes a local family to 
represent an Impact Survey. Three class 
color series (yellow, orange, red) is color-
blind friendly and will print/photocopy 
in black and white. Differentiate from 
“Active Impact” with symbol frame. 

Original Impact: 
Medium  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Active Impact: Medium.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

See above. 

Original Impact: Low  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Active Impact: Low.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

See above. 

Original Impact: None  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should not be 
same as “Active Impact: None.” Replace 
“IS” with Impact Survey icon.  

Icon symbolizes a local family to 
represent an Impact Survey. Gray is 
appropriate color to depict “None.” 
Differentiate from “Active Impact” with 
symbol frame. 

Impact Decreased  N/A 
 

N/A 

Impact Equal  N/A 
 

N/A 

Reference Point  
Town  N/A   N/A 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Technical Survey Yellow as base color for all Technical Survey symbols. 

Blue (Mine Risk Education), purple (Impact Survey), yellow (Technical 
Survey), orange (Clearance), and green (Completion Survey) color 

specifications based on a color-blind friendly, 5-class qualitative color 
series. 

 Minefield  Relate symbol to “Minefield” area feature. 

 

Triangles along outline indicate that the 
process is hazardous. Yellow fill relates 
symbol to Technical Survey. Vertical 
hatch pattern relates symbol to 
“Minefield” area feature. Transparent fill 
does not block underlying topographic 
maps or imagery. 

Minefield Benchmark  Replace with standard benchmark symbol.  

Triangle is common symbol to depict 
benchmarks on field signs and markers. 
Yellow relates symbol to Technical 
Survey. 

Minefield Landmark  Replace with standard landmark symbol.  

Square is common symbol to depict 
landmarks on field signs and markers. 
Yellow relates symbol to Technical 
Survey. 

Minefield Turning 
Point N/A Include symbol for turning point.  

Circle is common symbol to depict 
turning points on field signs and 
markers. Yellow relates symbol to 
Technical Survey. 

Minefield Start Point 
(First Coordinate of 
Minefield)  

Replace “MF” with a more intuitive 
symbol.  

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Yellow relates symbol to 
Technical Survey. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Minefield Benchmark 
(No MF Perimeter)  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Minefield Benchmark” 
symbol. Replace with standard benchmark 
symbol. 

 

Triangle is common symbol to depict 
benchmarks on field signs and markers. 
Point in the center of the triangle 
differentiates symbol from “Minefield 
Benchmark.” Yellow relates symbol to 
Technical Survey. 

Reference Point  Replace “TS” with a more intuitive symbol.  

Square is common symbol to depict 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. Point in the center of the 
triangle differentiates symbol from 
“Minefield Landmark.” Yellow relates 
symbol to Technical Survey. 

Landmark  
Benchmark  N/A   N/A 

Benchmark  Start 
point  N/A   N/A 

Reference Point  
Landmark/ Benchmark  N/A   N/A 

Reference Point  
Town  N/A   N/A 

Clearances Orange as base color for all Clearances symbols. 

Blue (Mine Risk Education), purple (Impact Survey), yellow (Technical 
Survey), orange (Clearances), and green (Completion Survey) color 

specifications based on a color-blind friendly, 5-class qualitative color 
series. 

Clearance  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Clearances in Relation to 
Minefield (On Minefield). 

 

Triangles along outline indicate that the 
process is hazardous. Orange fill relates 
symbol to Clearances. Transparent fill 
does not block underlying topographic 
maps or imagery. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Benchmark  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Clearances in Relation to 
Minefield (Benchmark on Minefield)” 
symbol. 

 

Triangle is common symbol to depict 
benchmarks on field signs and makers. 
Orange relates symbol to Clearances. 

Start Point  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Clearances in Relation to 
Minefield (Start Point on Minefield)” 
symbol. 

 

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Orange relates symbol to 
Clearances. 

Manual Clearances in 
Relation to Minefield 
(On Minefield)  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Clearance.” Relate symbol 
to “Minefield.” 

 

Triangles along outline indicate that the 
process is hazardous. Orange fill relates 
symbol to Clearances. Transparent fill 
does not block underlying topographic 
maps or imagery. Vertical hatch pattern 
relates symbol to “Minefield” area 
feature. Point symbol in the center of the 
area feature is intuitive and allows 
Clearances symbols to print/photocopy 
in black and white. 

Manual Clearances in 
Relation to Minefield 
(Without Minefield)  N/A 

 

Triangles along outline indicate that the 
process is hazardous. Orange fill relates 
symbol to Clearances. Transparent fill 
does not block underlying topographic 
maps or imagery. Point symbol in the 
center of the area feature is intuitive and 
allows Clearances symbols to 
print/photocopy in black and white. 

Mechanical Clearances 
in Relation to Minefield 
(On Minefield) 

N/A Include symbol for mechanical clearances 
in relation to minefields (on minefield). 

 

See above. Vertical hatch pattern relates 
symbol to “Minefield” area feature. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Mechanical Clearances 
in Relation to Minefield 
(Without Minefield) 

N/A Include symbol for mechanical clearances 
in relation to minefield (without minefield). 

 

Triangles along outline indicate that the 
process is hazardous. Orange fill relates 
symbol to Clearances. Transparent fill 
does not block underlying topographic 
maps or imagery. Point symbol in the 
center of the area feature is intuitive and 
allows Clearances symbols to 
print/photocopy in black and white. 

Mine Dog Clearances in 
Relation to Minefield 
(On Minefield) 

N/A Include symbol for mine dog clearances in 
relation to minefield (on minefield).” 

 

See above. Vertical hatch pattern relates 
symbol to “Minefield” area feature. 

Mine Dog Clearances in 
Relation to Minefield 
(Without Minefield) 

N/A Include symbol for mine dog clearances in 
relation to minefield (without minefield). 

 

Triangles along outline indicate that the 
process is hazardous. Orange fill relates 
symbol to Clearances. Transparent fill 
does not block underlying topographic 
maps or imagery. Point symbol in the 
center of the area feature is intuitive and 
allows Clearances symbols to 
print/photocopy in black and white. 

Clearances in Relation 
to Minefield 
(Benchmark on 
Minefield) 

 
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Benchmark” symbol. 
Replace with standard benchmark symbol 
with frame. 

 

Triangle is common symbol to depict 
benchmarks on field signs and markers. 
Orange relates symbol to Clearances. 
Triangle in the center of the triangle 
differentiates symbol from other 
Clearances benchmarks. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Clearances in Relation 
to Minefield 
(Benchmark without 
Minefield) 

 N/A  

Triangle is common symbol to depict 
benchmarks on field signs and markers. 
Orange relates symbol to Clearances. 
Point in the center of the triangle 
differentiates symbol from other 
Clearance benchmarks. 

Clearances in Relation 
to Minefield (Start 
Point on Minefield)  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “Start Point” symbol. 
Replace “CL” with a more intuitive symbol. 

 

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Orange relates symbol to 
Clearances. Frame differentiates symbol 
from “Clearances in Relation to 
Minefield (Start Point without 
Minefield).” 

Clearances in Relation 
to Minefield (Start 
Point without 
Minefield) 

 Replace “CL” with a more intuitive symbol.  

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Orange relates symbol to 
Clearances. Frame differentiates symbol 
from “Clearances in Relation to 
Minefield (Start point on minefield).” 

 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Completion Survey Green as base color for all Completion Survey symbols 

Blue (Mine Risk Education), purple (Impact Survey), yellow (Technical 
Survey), orange (Clearances), and green (Completion Survey) color 
specifications based on a color-blind friendly, 5-class qualitative color 
series. 

 Completion Survey  N/A 

 

Green is common color in humanitarian 
demining to represent cleared or safe 
areas. Transparent fill does not block 
underlying topographic maps or imagery. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Start Point  
Duplicate symbol. Symbol should be 
different from “MRE Supporting Other 
Processes: Completion Survey” symbol. 
Replace “CS” with a more intuitive symbol. 

 

“1” is intuitive symbol to represent a 
“Start Point.” Green relates symbol to 
Completion Survey. 

Reference Point 
(Dangerous Area)  Replace “CS” with a more intuitive symbol.  

Square is a common symbol for depicting 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. Red relates symbol to hazards. 
White circle differentiates symbol from 
“Reference Point (Minefield).” 

Reference Point 
(Minefield)  See above.  

Square is a common symbol for depicting 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. Red relates symbol to hazards. 
Black circle differentiates symbol from 
“Reference Point (Dangerous Area).” 

Reference Point (Impact 
Survey)  See above.  

Square is a common symbol for depicting 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. Purple relates symbol to Impact 
Survey. 

Reference Point 
(Clearance)  See above.  

Square is a common symbol for depicting 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. Orange relates symbol to 
Clearances. 

Reference Point (No 
Reference)  See above.  

Square is a common symbol for depicting 
reference points on field signs and 
markers. Gray is appropriate for “no 
reference.” 

Reference Point  Start 
Point  N/A   N/A 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Accidents 
 Square as base symbol for accidents. Differentiate main categories with symbol shape: hazards (triangles), processes (circles), and 

accidents (squares). 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (1) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (< 0.5 Km) 

  
Combine number of accidents, direction 
from town, and distance from town into 
one multivariate symbol.  

Multivariate symbol prevents overlap 
caused by two separate symbols. Length 
of arrow depicts distance from town, 
orientation of arrow depicts direction 
from town, and size of sprite symbol 
depicts total number of accidents. Sprite 
fill (yellow) differentiates symbol from 
demining accidents (red). Text below the 
symbol specifies the distance of accident 
from nearest town. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (2 – 4) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (< 0.5 Km) 

  See above. 
 

See above. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (>= 5) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (< 0. 5 Km) 

  

Combine number of accidents, direction 
from town, and distance from town into 
one multivariate symbol.  

Multivariate symbol prevents overlap 
caused by two separate symbols. Length 
of arrow depicts distance from town, 
orientation of arrow depicts direction 
from town, and size of sprite symbol 
depicts total number of accidents. Sprite 
fill (yellow) differentiates symbol from 
demining accidents (red). Text below the 
symbol specifies the distance of accident 
from nearest town. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (1) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (.5 - 5 Km) 

  See above. 
 

See above. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (2 - 4) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (.5 - 5 Km) 

  See above. 
 

See above. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (>= 5) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (.5 - 5 Km) 

  
See above. 

 

See above. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (1) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (> 5 Km) 

  See above. 

 

See above. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (2 - 4) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (> 5 Km) 

  

Combine number of accidents, direction 
from town, and distance from town into 
one multivariate symbol. 

 

Multivariate symbol prevents overlap 
caused by two separate symbols. Length 
of arrow depicts distance from town, 
orientation of arrow depicts direction 
from town, and size of sprite symbol 
depicts total number of accidents. Sprite 
fill (yellow) differentiates symbol from 
demining accidents (red). Text below the 
symbol specifies the distance of accident 
from nearest town. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (>= 5) by 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (> 5 Km) 

  

See above. 

 

See above. 

Mine Accidents: 
Number (1) at Actual 
Location)  

Red fill color to associate symbol with 
hazards.  

Include white frame to differentiate from 
demining accidents (black frame). 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Mine Accidents: 
Distance from Town 
(Missing Direction or 
Distance) 

  

N/A  
Remove arrow from symbol in cases of 
missing distance and/or direction. 

Mine Accidents: 
Victims per Accident 
(1)  

Duplicate symbol. Symbol icon should be 
different from “Mined Accidents: Distance 
from Town (Actual Location).” Replace 
icon, which suggests number of accidents 
rather than number of victims. 

 

Icon of an injured person is an intuitive 
symbol for accident victims. Differentiate 
from demining accidents (black frame) 
with white symbol frame. 

Mine Accidents: 
Victims per Accident 
(2 - 4)  

Replace icon, which suggests number of 
accidents rather than number of victims.  

Icon of an injured person is an intuitive 
symbol for accident victims. Differentiate 
from demining accidents (black frame) 
with white symbol frame. 

Mine Accidents: 
Victims per Accident  
(> = 5)  See above. 

 
See above. 

Mine Accidents:  
No Data  See above.  

See above. Gray is cartographic standard to 
depict no data. 

Demining Accidents: 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (< 0.5 Km)  N/A 

 

Length of arrow depicts distance from 
town, orientation of arrow depicts 
direction from town, and size of sprite 
symbol depicts total number of accidents. 
Sprite fill (red) differentiates symbol from 
mine accidents (yellow). Text below the 
symbol specifies the distance of accident 
from nearest town. 

Demining Accidents: 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (.5 - 5 Km)  See above. 

 

See above. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Denining Accidents: 
Direction and Distance 
from Town (> 5 Km)  See above. 

 

Length of arrow depicts distance from 
town, orientation of arrow depicts 
direction from town, and size of sprite 
symbol depicts total number of accidents. 
Sprite fill (red) differentiates symbol from 
mine accidents (yellow). Text below the 
symbol specifies the distance of accident 
from nearest town. 

Demining Accidents: 
Distance from Town 
(Actual Location)  

Red fill color to associate symbol with 
hazards.  

Include black frame to differentiate from 
mine accidents (white frame). 

Demining Accidents: 
Distance from Town 
(Missing Direction or 
Distance) 

 N/A  
Remove arrow from symbol in cases of 
missing distance and/or direction. 

Demining Accidents: 
Victims per Accident 
(1) 

N/A Include symbol to depict number of victims 
per demining accident.  

Icon of an injured person is an intuitive 
symbol for accident victims. Differentiate 
from mine accidents (white frame) with 
black symbol frame. 

Demining Accidents: 
Victims per Accident (2 
- 4) 

N/A See above. 
 

See above. 

Demining Accidents: 
Victims per Accident (> 
= 5) 

N/A Include symbol to depict number of victims 
per demining accident.  

Icon of an injured person is an intuitive 
symbol for accident victims. Differentiate 
from mine accidents (white frame) with 
black symbol frame. 

Demining Accidents: 
No Data N/A See above.  

See above. Gray is cartographic standard to 
depict no data. 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Locations The addition of a symbol frame improves recognition of the symbols. White on blue provides good contrast for symbols. 

Airport/Airstrip   N/A  
Symbol is standard airport symbol and 
may be found in ESRI character fonts. 

Community Centre   N/A   N/A 

Cultural Site   N/A   N/A 

Fire Station   N/A   N/A 

Harbor  
Replace symbol with a more legible 
symbol.  

Symbol is standard harbor symbol and 
may be found in ESRI character fonts. 

Hospital   N/A   N/A 

Local Administration  
Replace symbol, which is commonly used 
to represent a school.  

Symbol is standard harbor symbol and 
may be found in ESRI character fonts. 

Market  
N/A   N/A 

Medical Evacuation   N/A   N/A 

Military Base   N/A   N/A 

Police Station   N/A   N/A 

Refugee/IDP Camp  
Replace symbol, which is commonly used 
to represent a public campground.  

Symbol depicts tents in a refugee camp, 
and is different from campground 
symbol. 

School  
Replace symbol, which is commonly used 
to represent a library.  

Symbol is standard school symbol and 
may be found in ESRI character fonts. 

Religious Site   N/A   N/A 

NGO N/A Include symbol for NGO.   N/A 

 



 

Feature IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale 

Accident Reporting 
Place N/A Include symbol for accident reporting 

place.   N/A 

First Aid Station N/A Include symbol for first aid station.  
Symbol is standard first aid symbol and 
may be found in ESRI character fonts. 

Towns White on blue provides good contrast for symbols. 

Country Capital   Replace symbol with standard symbol.  
Symbol is standard symbol for country 
capital and may be found in ESRI 
character fonts. 

Province Centre   N/A   N/A 

District Centre   N/A   N/A 

Subdistrict Centre   N/A   N/A 

Others   N/A   N/A 

Population (0 – 100)   N/A   N/A 

Population (101 – 1000)   N/A   N/A 

Population (1001 – 
10,000)   N/A   N/A 

Population (10,001 – 
100,000)   N/A   N/A 

Population (100,001 – 
1,000,000)  

N/A   N/A 

Population (> 
1,000,000)  

N/A 
 

N/A 

No Data   N/A   N/A 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (0 )   N/A  

Include white dot in the center of the 
symbol to differentiate from “Population” 
symbols. 

 



 

 

IMSMA 
Symbol Suggested Improvements Recommended Symbol Rationale Feature 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (1 - 10 )   N/A  

See above. Red associates symbols with 
hazards and accidents. 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (11 - 100 )   N/A   N/A 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (101 - 
1000) 

  N/A   N/A 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (1001 – 
10,000) 

  N/A   N/A 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (10,001 – 
100,000)  

N/A 
 

N/A 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (> 
100,000)  

N/A 
 

N/A 

People Affected by 
Mines/UXOs (No Data)   N/A   N/A 
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Dangerous Area (Point) 
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Mined Area (Point) 

 

"Is the recommended symbol an improvement?"
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Minefield (Point) 
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Mined Area (Area) 

 

"Is the recommended symbol an improvement?"
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Minefield (Area) 

 
 
 

"Is the recommended symbol an improvement?"
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MRE (Point) 

 

"Is the recommended symbol an improvement?"
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Impact Survey (Point) 

 

"Is the recommended symbol an improvement?"
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Technical Survey (Point) 
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Clearance (Point) 

 

 

"Is the recommended symbol an improvement?"
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Completion Survey (Point) 
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